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(54) Method and apparatus for synchronization of data and error samples in a communications 
system

(57) A method and apparatus for processing input
data signals transmitted in a continuous mode, or in a
burst mode, of signal transmission, such as in a satellite
or a computer network communications system. A re-
ceiver receives input data signals and a buffer stores the
received input data. Processing circuitry generates frame
timing synchronization control signals for writing the
frames of the input data for storage, generates timing
error control signals corresponding to a processing delay

for the input data, for synchronizing reading out the stored
data from the buffer based on a timing difference between
the timing error control signals and the frame timing syn-
chronization control signals to adjust for an arbitrary de-
lay in processing the input data. The processing circuitry
can include a tap gradient update circuit for generating
a tap gradient corresponding to the read out data, based
on equalizer error signals generated by the processing
circuitry.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to methods and
apparatus for demodulation of data signals in a commu-
nications system, such as in wide-band satellite commu-
nications systems or computer systems. And, more par-
ticularly, the present invention promotes equalization of
incoming data signals, and relates to synchronizing error
samples and data samples to adjust for an arbitrary delay
between input data samples and error samples for the
input data, as well as to enhance adjusting phase and
frequency estimation for carrier recovery and frame-tim-
ing recovery, in processing data signals received in a
continuous mode, as well as in a burst mode, of data
signal transmission.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The overall capacities of broadband satellites
are increasing exponentially, and such capacity increas-
es present unique challenges in the associated ground
system and network designs. The goal of the system de-
signers, system operators, and service providers is to
support and provide efficient, robust, reliable and flexible
services, in a shared bandwidth network environment,
utilizing such high capacity satellite systems. In prior sat-
ellite communications systems, the downlink data chan-
nels (i.e., transmission of data from the satellite to the
satellite terminal) typically utilized bandwidths on the or-
der of 20 MHz or less. In such systems, due to the narrow
bandwidth being utilized, there was typically no need to
provide for equalization in the demodulator/modem por-
tion of the receiver, as the amplitude and phase distor-
tions of the components where substantially constant.
[0003] However, in current systems, such as Digital
Video Broadcasting, Second Generation (DVB-S2) sat-
ellite communications systems, for example, as the need
for additional bandwidth in the downlink data channels
of satellite communications systems becomes necessary
in order for such systems to provide various applications
(e.g., high internet access capability) to end users, there
is also a need to provide equalization in the demodulator/
modem portion of receiver channel of the system, such
as for signal phase and amplitude distortions, which can
become significant over a wideband channel. Such  am-
plitude and phase distortions must be negated or com-
pensated for in order for proper receipt and demodulation
of the incoming data signal. Additionally, addressing
phase and amplitude distortions must also be done at a
reasonable cost.
[0004] Demodulators for satellite communications sys-
tems (e.g., DVB-S2 type demodulators) typically perform
equalization of data samples and error samples of the
incoming data signals after the carrier recovery. Such
equalization is typically performed by a Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) filter and the error computation is per-

formed locally after the Carrier Synchronization Module
(CSM) block. However, where the demodulator performs
the equalization before frame-timing recovery and carrier
recovery, as, for example, at a Jupiter terminal of the
Jupiter satellite system, a significantly better perform-
ance in Unique Word (UW) detection in the Unique Word
processor (UWP), and in phase and frequency estimation
in the CSM, is possible. Therefore, better carrier recovery
typically can result.
[0005] Examples of demodulation in satellite commu-
nications systems are described in U.S. Patent No.
6,985,523 to Sims et al., titled "Method and System for
Adaptive Equalization for Receivers in a Wide-Band Sat-
ellite Communications System," and in U.S. Patent Ap-
plication Publication No. 2002/0131528 to Clewer et al.,
titled "System and Method of Parallel Partitioning a Sat-
ellite Communications Modem," the entireties of which
are incorporated herein by reference. Further an example
of automatic gain control and demodulation in satellite
communications systems is described in U.S. Patent No.
6,904,273 to Steber et al., titled "Method and System for
Automatic Gain Control in a Satellite Communications
System," the entirety of which is incorporated herein by
reference.
[0006] But, even where the demodulator performs the
equalization before frame-timing recovery and carrier re-
covery, the error computation still takes place after the
carrier recovery, which typically results in the introduction
of an arbitrary delay between the input samples and the
error samples. Thus, a need exists to synchronize the
data samples and error samples in relation to equaliza-
tion of the incoming data signals as to such arbitrary de-
lay, particularly for continuous mode data transmission,
as well as for intermittent, or bursty, data transmission in
the burst mode of data transmission. And, therefore, a
need exists for demodulation methods and apparatus,
such as, for example, with Least Mean Squares (LMS)
adaptive filtering, that addresses the input data samples
and error samples being properly synchronized, in view
of an arbitrary delay introduced in processing data sig-
nals, such as  where a demodulator performs the equal-
ization before frame-timing recovery and carrier recov-
ery, particularly in a continuous mode of data transmis-
sion.
[0007] Current systems can therefore fail to support,
in this regard, efficient, robust, reliable and flexible broad-
band services, in such shared bandwidth network envi-
ronments, utilizing such high capacity satellite systems.
Achieving efficient, robust, flexible and fast broadband
services, in such a high capacity, shared bandwidth, sat-
ellite system network, therefore can pose unique chal-
lenges to system designers and operators.
[0008] Accordingly, there exists a need for cost effec-
tive methods and apparatus for equalizing the incoming
wideband data signals to compensate for amplitude and
phase variations in the demodulator/modem portion of
the receiver over a given bandwidth when signals are
input for reception and processing, particularly in a con-
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tinuous mode of data transmission, which promotes in-
creasing accuracy in processing the received signals,
effectively maintaining a lock on the data signals after
acquisition of the signals for processing the input data,
and minimizing degrading the accuracy of phase and fre-
quency estimation for the signal or data processing.
[0009] Accordingly, there exists a need for a cost ef-
fective method and apparatus for accurate synchroniza-
tion in processing of data frames transmitted, particularly
in a continuous mode of data transmission, from a high
capacity, shared bandwidth communications network,
such as a satellite communications network, or a com-
puter communications network, that employs a dynamic
and flexible architecture, apparatus and methods to syn-
chronize the error samples and the input data samples,
which would meet various requirements and desires as-
sociated with efficient, robust, reliable and flexible broad-
band services in a high capacity, shared bandwidth, sat-
ellite network, and that would be relatively efficient and
automated from a network management and load bal-
ancing standpoint.

SOME EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0010] The present invention relates to methods and
apparatus for providing cost effective adaptive equaliza-
tion of data signals, such as in a demodulator/modem
portion of the satellite terminal or a receiver, in a satellite
communications network, to mitigate the effects of am-
plitude and phase nonlinearities contained in the demod-
ulation section of the satellite terminal, such an in a Sys-
tem-on-Chip (SoC) demodulator, and, more particularly,
to enhance the accuracy of performance of Unique Word
(UW) detection for frame-timing recovery and phase and
frequency estimation for carrier recovery of the data sig-
nals transmitted, particularly in a continuous mode of da-
ta or signal transmission, as well as in a burst, i.e. bursty,
mode of data or signal transmission.
[0011] According to exemplary embodiments, the as-
pects of the present invention relate to an apparatus for
providing adaptive equalization of a receiver channel of
a communications system that receives data signals in
a continuous mode, or in a burst mode, of data transmis-
sion, such as a satellite terminal of a satellite communi-
cations system, and to compensate and adjust for an
arbitrary delay resulting from signal or data processing.
Additionally, according to exemplary embodiments, reac-
quisition of frame timing can be enabled, such as where
the received data signal or data stream is temporarily
interrupted or corrupted, as well as enhancing the ability
of the equalizer to re-train its coefficients, such as be-
tween periods of continuous service, for example. As-
pects of the invention also promote enhancing phase and
frequency estimation in a high capacity communications
network by synchronizing error samples and data sam-
ples of the input data, as well as to enhance adjusting
phase and frequency estimation for carrier recovery and
frame-timing recovery, such as in shared bandwidth net-

work for signal or data processing, such as, for example,
in a satellite network communications system.
[0012] According to exemplary embodiments and as-
pects of the invention, the apparatus comprises a de-
modulator for a communications system, the demodula-
tor comprising a receiver circuit for receiving an input
data stream transmitted in a communications system,
the input data stream comprising frames of input data, a
frame timing processor circuit for generating frame timing
synchronization control signals, the frame timing syn-
chronization control signals for writing the frames of the
input data for storage, a carrier synchronization circuit
for generating timing error control signals corresponding
to a processing delay for the input data, and a buffer
circuit for receiving the input data from the receiver, for
storing the  input data in response to the frame timing
synchronization control signals and for synchronizing a
reading out of the stored input data based on a timing
difference between the timing error control signals and
the frame timing synchronization control signals to adjust
for an arbitrary delay in processing the input data.
[0013] According to exemplary embodiments and as-
pects of the invention, an apparatus for processing input
data, such as by demodulation, further includes a tap
gradient update circuit for generating a Tap gradient to
correspond to the read out data in processing the input
data, based on equalizer error signals for adjusting the
Tap gradient generated by the carrier synchronization
circuit.
[0014] According to exemplary embodiments, the
communications system comprises a high capacity,
shared bandwidth communications network, such as a
satellite communications network or a computer commu-
nications network, for example.
[0015] According to exemplary embodiments, in an ap-
paratus for processing data signals transmitted in a com-
munications system, the demodulator comprises a de-
modulator (e.g., a DVB-S2 type demodulator), the filter
circuit comprises a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Equal-
izer Filter, the frame timing processor circuit comprises
a Unique Word processor (UWP), the carrier synchroni-
zation circuit comprises a Carrier Synchronization Mod-
ule (CSM), the buffer circuit comprises an Equalizer Buff-
er, and the tap updating circuit comprises a Least Mean
Squares (LMS) Tap Update circuit. Also, the receiver cir-
cuit comprises a Front-End-Signal Processing circuit and
a Root-Raised-Cosine Filter (RRC).
[0016] According to exemplary embodiments, an ap-
paratus, according to aspects of the invention, receives
and processes the input data signals in a parallel format.
Further, according to aspects of the invention, the appa-
ratus receives and processes the input data signals by
breaking down, or formatting, the input data signals into
a plurality of data segments, such as two or more data
segments, for signal processing in a continuous mode,
or a burst mode, of data signal transmission.
[0017] According to exemplary embodiments and as-
pects of the invention, the buffer circuit, buffer or the
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equalizer buffer typically includes a predetermined data
storage capacity sufficient to store input data correspond-
ing to a maximum arbitrary delay between the input data
samples and the error samples resulting from processing
of the input. Also, according to exemplary embodiments
and aspects of the invention, a range of the variable,
arbitrary delay typically accommodated by the equalizer
buffer, buffer or buffer circuit in is typically  between 1
mega symbol per second to 225 mega symbols per sec-
ond, such as for a satellite communications system, for
example.
[0018] Also, according to exemplary embodiments and
aspects of the invention, an apparatus for receiving and
processing an input data stream comprises a receiver
for receiving an input data stream transmitted in a com-
munications system, the input data stream comprising
frames of input data, a buffer for storing the input data,
and processing circuitry for generating frame timing syn-
chronization control signals for writing the frames of the
input data for storage in the buffer, for generating timing
error control signals corresponding to a processing delay
for the input data, and for synchronizing a reading out of
the stored input data from the buffer based on a timing
difference between the timing error control signals and
the frame timing synchronization control signals to adjust
for an arbitrary delay in processing the input data.
[0019] According to exemplary embodiments and as-
pects of the invention, the apparatus further comprises
a tap gradient update circuit for generating a Tap gradient
to correspond to the read out data in processing the input
data, based on equalizer error signals for adjusting the
Tap gradient generated by the processing circuitry.
[0020] According to exemplary embodiments and as-
pects of the invention, the timing error control signals
comprise one or more of error adjusted frame timing syn-
chronization control signals and error adjusted valid con-
trol signals to synchronize error samples corresponding
to input data samples for frame timing synchronization
to adjust for the arbitrary delay in processing the input
data.
[0021] According to exemplary embodiments and as-
pects of the invention, the processing circuitry comprises
a System-on-Chip (SoC) demodulator, such as a DVB-
S2 type demodulator for a satellite communications sys-
tem.
[0022] According to exemplary embodiments and as-
pects of the invention, a method for receiving and
processing input data signals in a communications sys-
tem comprises receiving an input data stream transmitted
in a communications system, the input data stream com-
prising frames of input data, demodulating the received
input data to process the input data, wherein the demod-
ulation of the received input data comprises, generating
frame timing synchronization control signals for writing
the frames of the input data for storage, storing the input
data based on the generated frame timing synchroniza-
tion control signals, generating timing error control sig-
nals corresponding to a processing delay for the input

data, and  synchronizing a reading out of the stored input
data based on a timing difference between the timing
error control signals and the frame timing synchronization
control signals to adjust for an arbitrary delay in process-
ing the input data.
[0023] According to exemplary embodiments and as-
pects of the invention, a method further comprises the
timing error control signals comprise one or more of error
adjusted frame timing synchronization control signals
and error adjusted valid control signals to synchronize
error samples corresponding to input data samples for
frame timing synchronization to adjust for the arbitrary
delay in processing the input data.
[0024] According to another exemplary embodiment,
a method also comprises generating equalizer error sig-
nals to adjust a tap gradient to correspond to the read
out data in processing the input data.
[0025] According to a further exemplary embodiment,
a method also comprises demodulating the received in-
put data in a parallelized format. Additionally, according
to aspects of the invention, the demodulating comprises
processing the input data by breaking down, or format-
ting, the input data signals into a plurality of data seg-
ments, such as two or more data segments, for signal
processing in a continuous mode, or a burst mode, of
data signal transmission.
[0026] According to further exemplary embodiments,
the input data stream for processing, such as by demod-
ulation, is transmitted in a continuous mode or a burst
mode in a satellite communications system, or in a com-
puter network communications system.
[0027] According to exemplary embodiments, a meth-
od additionally comprises storing the data by providing
for a storage capacity to account for a maximum amount
of arbitrary delay in the data signal processing.
[0028] Therefore, the methods and apparatus of the
invention advantageously address the needs above, as
well as other needs, by providing a dynamic and flexible
architecture and method for error reduction and improved
performance in signal reception in high capacity, shared
bandwidth, satellite networks, in a continuous mode, or
a burst mode, of data signal transmission, which meets
various requirements and desires associated with effi-
cient, robust, reliable and flexible broadband services in
a high capacity, shared bandwidth, communications net-
work, such as a satellite network, and that is relatively
efficient and automated from a network management and
load balancing standpoint. Further, according to  aspects
of the invention, the methods and apparatus of the in-
vention advantageously promote mitigation of the effects
of amplitude and phase nonlinearities, such as can occur
in the demodulation section of a satellite terminal, in a
cost effective manner, and enhance accurate signal
processing by adjusting for an arbitrary delay in process-
ing input data. Additional advantages of the present in-
vention will become apparent to those skilled in the art
from the following detailed description of exemplary em-
bodiments and aspects of the invention.
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[0029] Still other aspects, features, and advantages of
the present invention are readily apparent from the fol-
lowing detailed description, simply by illustrating a
number of particular embodiments and implementations,
including the best mode contemplated for carrying out
the present invention. The present invention is also ca-
pable of other and different embodiments, and its several
details can be modified in various obvious respects, all
without departing from the spirit and scope of the present
invention. Accordingly, the drawings and description are
to be regarded as illustrative in nature, and not as restric-
tive.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0030] The present invention is illustrated by way of
example, and not by way of limitation, in the figures of
the accompanying drawings and in which like reference
numerals refer to similar elements and in which:
[0031] FIGS. 1A, 1B and 1C illustrate communications
systems capable of employing an apparatus and meth-
ods for synchronization, as well as for equalization, in
accordance with various exemplary embodiments;
[0032] FIGs. 2 and 3 illustrate block diagrams of ex-
emplary demodulators, in accordance with exemplary
embodiments;
[0033] FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of an exem-
plary demodulator, wherein the equalizer filter is located
before the carrier synchronization module, for synchro-
nizing error samples and data samples to adjust for an
arbitrary delay in processing the input data, in accord-
ance with exemplary embodiments;
[0034] FIG. 5 illustrates a flow chart of an exemplary
algorithm, for synchronizing error samples and data sam-
ples to adjust for an arbitrary delay in processing the input
data, as well as to enhance adjusting phase and frequen-
cy estimation for carrier recovery and frame-timing re-
covery, in accordance with exemplary embodiments;
[0035] FIG. 6 depicts a block diagram of a computer
system on which architectures, apparatus and methods
can be implemented, in accordance with exemplary em-
bodiments; and
[0036] FIG. 7 depicts a block diagram of a chip set that
can be utilized in implementing architectures, apparatus
and methods, in accordance with exemplary embodi-
ments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0037] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention, dynamic and flexible architectures, apparatus
and methods are provided that promotes equalization of
incoming data signals, and that synchronizes error sam-
ples and data samples to adjust for an arbitrary delay in
processing the input data, as well as to enhance adjusting
phase and frequency estimation for carrier recovery and
frame-timing recovery, for input data streams received
in a continuous mode, as well as in a burst mode, of

signal transmission, such as in a satellite communica-
tions system or a computer network communications sys-
tem, which meet various requirements and desires as-
sociated with efficient, robust, reliable and flexible broad-
band services in a high capacity, shared bandwidth, sat-
ellite network, and that is relatively efficient and automat-
ed from a network management and load balancing
standpoint.
[0038] In such a shared bandwidth network, for exam-
ple, where multiple remote nodes access broadband
services through one or more aggregation nodes (e.g.,
gateways), according to various exemplary embodi-
ments, the present architectures, apparatus and meth-
ods promote equalization of incoming data signals, and
synchronize error samples and data samples to adjust
for an arbitrary delay between input data samples and
error samples in processing the input data, as well as to
enhance adjusting phase and frequency estimation for
carrier recovery and frame-timing recovery, for data
streams received in a continuous mode, as well as in a
burst mode, of signal transmission, such as in a satellite
communications system or a computer network commu-
nications system, which promotes satisfying various re-
quirements and desires related to the provision of effi-
cient, robust, reliable and flexible high capacity broad-
band services.
[0039] For example, download throughput and down-
load volume usage policy can represent two quantitative
service criteria that need to be met in a high-capacity
bandwidth transmission in a communications system.
The download throughput reflects the maximum speed
(in Mbps) which a terminal is configured to sustain in the
receive direction from the network, for user data. The
download throughput can be based on the service plan
to which  the terminal is subscribed (e.g., based on the
user service subscriptions). The download usage volume
is the amount of data in megabytes (MB) or gigabytes
(GB) that a terminal is configured to receive from the
aggregation node in the download direction before hav-
ing its throughput throttled (e.g., based on a fair access
policy of the service provider). The download usage vol-
ume can be based on an option selected by the user
when signing up for a service plan. A terminal associates
with an aggregation node by selecting a particular node
(from a pool of suitable aggregation nodes available to
the terminal) for provision of the required services to the
terminal. Once the terminal completes an association
process according to exemplary protocols, and the ag-
gregation node accepts the association, the terminal be-
comes associated with the selected aggregation node.
[0040] In accordance with one exemplary embodi-
ment, such a shared high capacity bandwidth network
transmitting data in a continuous, or a burst, transmission
mode, can comprise a broadband satellite communica-
tions system, where multiple remote nodes (e.g., satellite
terminals (STs)) access broadband services through one
or more aggregation nodes (e.g., gateways (GWs) or IP
gateways (IPGWs). For instance, different STs subscribe
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to different services, whereby the STs associate with re-
spective IPGWs that support the respective services of
the terminal. An ST would dynamically select an IPGW
from an eligible pool of IPGWs that support service con-
figurations and subscriptions that satisfy the service re-
quirements of the ST. The ST associates with the select-
ed IPGW for provision of the required services to the
terminal. Once the ST completes an association process,
and the IPGW accepts the association, the terminal be-
comes associated with the selected IPGW.
[0041] FIGS. 1A - 1C illustrate communications sys-
tems capable of employing a dynamic and flexible archi-
tectures, apparatus and methods that can be utilized in
implementing the synchronizing of error samples and da-
ta samples to adjust for an arbitrary delay in processing
the input data, as well as to enhance adjusting phase
and frequency estimation for carrier recovery and frame-
timing recovery, in processing data signals received in a
continuous mode, as well as in a burst mode, of signal
transmission, such as in a satellite communications sys-
tem, according to various exemplary embodiments of the
invention. With reference to FIG. 1A, a digital communi-
cations system 110 includes one or more transmitters
112 (of which one is shown) that generate signal wave-
forms across a communications channel 114 to one or
more receivers 116 (of which one is shown). In this dis-
crete communications system 110, the transmitter 112
has a signal source that produces a  discrete set of data
signals, where each of the data signals has a correspond-
ing signal waveform. These signal waveforms are atten-
uated, or otherwise altered, by communications channel
114. To combat noise and other issues associated with
the channel 114, coding can be utilized. For example,
forward error correction (FEC) codes can be employed.
[0042] FIG. 1B illustrates an exemplary satellite com-
munications system 130 capable of supporting commu-
nications among terminals with varied capabilities, ac-
cording to exemplary embodiments of the invention. Sat-
ellite communications system 130 includes a satellite 132
that supports communications among multiple satellite
terminals (STs) 134a-134n, a number of gateways (GWs)
138a-138n, and a network operations center (NOC) 142.
The NOC 142 performs the management plane functions
of the system 130, while the GWs 138a-138n perform
the data plane functions of the system 133. For example,
the NOC 142 can perform such functions as network
management and configuration, software downloads
(e.g., to the STs 134a-134n), status monitoring, statistics
functions (e.g., collection, aggregation and reporting),
security functions (e.g., key generation, management
and distribution), ST registration and authentication, and
GW diversity management. The NOC 142 can commu-
nicate with each GW via the satellite 132, or via a secure
private communications network 152 (e.g., an IPsec tun-
nel over a dedicated link or a virtual private network (VPN)
or IPsec tunnel through a public network, such as the
Internet). Additionally, each GW and the NOC can have
connectivity to one or more public communications net-

works, such as the Internet or a PSTN.
[0043] According to a further exemplary embodiment,
each of the GWs 138a-138n can include one or more
gateways (IPGWs) - whereby the data plane functions
are divided between a GW and its respective IPGWs.
For example, GW 138a can include IPGWs 148a(1)-148a
(n) and GW 138n can include IPGWs 148n(1)-148n(n).
A GW can perform such functions as link layer and phys-
ical layer outroute coding and modulation (e.g., DVB-S2
adaptive coding and modulation), link layer and physical
layer inroute handling (e.g., IPOS), inroute bandwidth al-
location and load balancing, outroute prioritization, web
acceleration and HTTP compression, flow control, en-
cryption, redundancy switchovers, and traffic restriction
policy enforcement. Whereas, the IPGW can perform
such functions as data compression, TCP performance
enhancements (e.g., TCP performance enhancing prox-
ies, such as TCP spoofing), quality of service functions
(e.g., classification, prioritization, differentiation, random
early detection (RED), TCP/UDP flow control), band-
width usage policing, dynamic  load balancing, and rout-
ing. Further, a GW and respective IPGW can be collo-
cated with the NOC 142. The STs 134a-134n can provide
connectivity to one or more hosts 144a-144n and/or rout-
ers 154a-154n, respectively. The satellite communica-
tions system 130 can operate as a bent-pipe system,
where the satellite essentially operates as a repeater or
bent pipe. Alternatively, the system 130 can employ a
switching or processing satellite supporting mesh com-
munications (point-to-point communications directly be-
tween, for example, the two STs 134a and 134n).
[0044] In a communications system 130 that employs
a processing satellite (e.g., including a packet switch op-
erating, for example, at a data link layer), the system can
support direct unicast (point-to-point) communications
and multicast communications among the STs 134a-
134n and GWs 138a-138n. In the case of a processing
satellite, the satellite 132 decodes the received signal
and determines the destination ST or STs and/or GWs.
The satellite 132 then addresses the data accordingly,
encodes and modulates it, and transmits the modulated
signal to the destination ST or STs (e.g., ST 134n) and/or
GWs (and their respective IPGWs). A demodulator (e.g.,
a DVB-S2 type) demodulator, according to exemplary
embodiments, can be associated with one or more STs
(e.g., ST 134n) and/or GWs 138a-138n, in relation to
equalization of incoming data signals, and in relation to
synchronizing error samples and data samples to adjust
for an arbitrary delay between input data samples and
error samples for the input data, as well as to enhance
adjusting phase and frequency estimation for carrier re-
covery and frame-timing recovery, in processing data sig-
nals received in a continuous mode, as well as in a burst
mode, of data signal transmission, according to exem-
plary embodiments and aspects of the invention. Accord-
ing to exemplary embodiments, the system 130 thereby
provides a fully meshed architecture, whereby the STs
134a-134n can directly communicate, via a single hop,
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over the satellite 132.
[0045] In a bent-pipe system of an exemplary embod-
iment, the satellite 132 operates as a repeater or bent
pipe and communications to and from the STs 134a-134n
are transmitted over the satellite 132 to and from respec-
tive IPGWs associated with particular STs. Further, in a
spot beam system, any one spot beam (e.g., beams
172a-172n) operates as a bent-pipe to geographic region
covered by the beam. For example, each spot beam op-
erates as a bent pipe communications channel to and
from the STs and/or IPGW(s) within the geographic re-
gion covered by the beam. Also, for example, several
GWs/IPGWs are distributed across the geographic re-
gion covered by all spot beams of the satellite 132, where,
in a beam in which a GW (and respective IPGWs) are
located, only the one GW (and no STs) occupies that
beam. Further, each IPGW can serve as an aggregation
node for a multitude of remote nodes or STs. The total
number of GWs/IPGWs, and the geographic distribution
of the GWs/IPGWs, depends on a number of factors,
such as the total capacity of the satellite dedicated to
data traffic, geographic traffic loading of the system (e.g.,
based on population densities and the geographic distri-
bution of the STs), locations of available terrestrial data
centers (e.g., terrestrial data trunks for access to public
and private dedicated networks).
[0046] More specifically, with reference to FIG. 1C, for
example, for a data communication from ST 134a to a
public communications network 158 (e.g., the Internet),
the ST 134a can be associated with an IPGW (e.g., IPGW
148a(1) - selected from a pool of IPGWs available to the
ST 134a, such as IPGWs 148a(1)-148a(27) - where the
pool of IPGWs is a suitable subset of the IPGWs 148a
(1)-148a(n) located at the GW 138a). Such STs or GWs
can be associated with demodulators (e.g., a DVB-S2
type) demodulator, according to exemplary embodi-
ments, in relation to equalization of incoming data sig-
nals, and in relation to synchronizing error samples and
data samples to adjust for an arbitrary delay between
input data samples and error samples for the input data,
as well as to enhance adjusting phase and frequency
estimation for carrier recovery and frame-timing recov-
ery, in processing data signals received in a continuous
mode, as well as in a burst mode, of signal transmission,
according to exemplary embodiments and aspects of the
invention. The data is first transmitted, via the satellite
132, from the ST 134a to associated IPGW 148a(1). The
IPGW 148a(1) determines the destination as being the
Internet 158. The IPGW then repackages the data (e.g.,
as a TCP/IP communication), and routes the data com-
munication, via the terrestrial link 164, to the Internet 158.
Further, in a corporate network, for example, a corpora-
tion can deploy various remote STs at remote offices.
More specifically, ST 134n, located at a remote corporate
location, can desire to securely communicate with the
corporate headquarters 162. Accordingly, for a data com-
munication from ST 134n to the corporate headquarters
162, the data is first transmitted, via the satellite 132,

from the ST 134n to an IPGW associated with the ST
134n (e.g., IPGW 148a(27)). The IPGW 148a(27) deter-
mines the destination as being the corporate headquar-
ters 162. The IPGW then repackages the data (e.g., as
an IPsec communication), and routes the IPsec data
communication, via the secure terrestrial links 166 (over
the private network 152), to the corporate headquarters
162. In the corporate network scenario, a further example
can involve a corporate communication from the corpo-
rate headquarters to a number of remote sites (e.g., a
multicast communication to STs 134a-134n) - where STs
134a-134n are correspondingly associated with the two
IPGWs  148a(1) and 148a(27) (e.g., grouped between
the two IPGWs based on load balancing and IPGW ca-
pabilities). In this scenario, a gateway or router, within
the local network of corporate headquarters 162, trans-
mits the data communication, via the secure terrestrial
links 166 (over the private network 152), to the IPGWs
148a(1) and 148a(27). The IPGWs determine that the
communication is destined for the remote STs 134a-
134n, and package the data as a multicast communica-
tion addressed to the community of STs 134a-134n. The
IPGWs then transmit the data communication, via the
satellite 132, for decoding by the community of STs 134a-
134n. Accordingly, the satellite 132 of such a system acts
as a bent pipe or repeater, transmitting communications
between the STs 134a-134n and their respective asso-
ciated IPGWs 148a-148n.
[0047] Also, for example, the terminals are configured
with information regarding what service they receive. For
the purposes hereof, this information is collectively
termed the Service Parameter Information. The Service
Parameter Information can include, for example: an iden-
tifier indicating the download throughput that the terminal
should be able to receive; an identifier indicating the
download usage volumes per priority that the terminal
should be able to receive; one or more identifiers indi-
cating various services that the terminal could receive,
such as, Voice over IP, Video Streaming, Video Confer-
encing, Multicast IP Services, a static IPv4IPv6 subnet,
if the terminal is subscribed to a static IPv4/IPv6 plan. A
terminal can use such configuration information to match
against the capabilities being reported by the IPGWs on
the outroute stream of the terminal. Based on the receipt
of a capabilities multicast message (CMM) from a given
IPGW, the terminal can add that IPGW to the pool of
eligible IPGWs capable of supporting the services to
which the terminal is configured/subscribed. This allows
the IPGW to be selected by terminals for Association. As
long as terminals receive the CMM from this IPGW and
the IPGW status does not indicate that the IPGW is not
accepting associations, terminals can associate with the
IPGW. If the CMM stops being received or the IPGW
status in the CMM indicates that it is no longer in service,
terminals remove the IPGW from their eligible pool and
terminals already associated with the IPGW lose their
association with the IPGW.
[0048] Further, for example, the IPGW is configured
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with information regarding the services it supports. Such
information can include: identifier(s) indicating the down-
load throughput(s) that the IPGW supports along with the
download throughput(s) to which the identifier(s) map;
the download usage volumes that the IPGW provides;
the configuration for  the services that the IPGW provides,
such as classification and traffic policing rules for voice
and video services, multicast IP and conditional access
information for multicast IP services; and whether the
IPGW supports static IPv4/IPv6 subnets and, if so, the
static IPv4/IPv6 subnets it services. As soon as the IPGW
comes to an operational state where the IPGW is ready
to service terminals, the IPGW starts multicasting a ca-
pabilities message (CMM).
[0049] The IPGW periodically transmits its capabilities
multicast message (CMM). The CMM indicates the load-
ing, service capabilities, and current state of the IPGW.
The CMM is multicast from each IPGW to every terminal
in the outroute stream on which the IPGWs traffic is trans-
mitted. Each IPGW periodically multicasts the CMM, pro-
vided that the IPGW has a service signature key, is in a
service state (e.g., not in a maintenance state), and has
a configuration related to capabilities. A service signature
key is used in providing a signature, which serves to pro-
tect against tampering with the service parameter infor-
mation of an ST in an attempt to upgrade the service
plans of the ST over and above the service plans to which
the ST is subscribed. While each IPGW sends the CMM
out at a similar periodicity, the periodicity is configurable,
and synchronization is not required across IPGWs as to
when they actually send the CMM. Under certain condi-
tions (addressed below), an IPGW can send the CMM
more frequently than the standard periodicity. Further,
each IPGW typically has a particular configuration that
allows it to report service information (e.g., capabilities
of the IPGW) in a message (e.g., the CMM) to the STs.
Anytime an IPGW receives a configuration update that
changes its service configuration or capabilities, the
IPGW promptly transmits a new CMM reporting the up-
dated service configuration.
[0050] For example, each CMM can contain an alpha-
numeric string serving as a logical identifier (ID) for the
IPGW. The logical identifier can be accessible by a user
of the ST or a customer service system in order to facil-
itate reporting of outages or service issues with respect
to a particular IPGW. The CMM can also contain a data
WAN IP address of the IPGW, which serves as the IP
address through which STs communicate with the IPGW.
The CMM can also contain a current loading metric,
which indicates a relative loading level of the IPGW com-
pared to other IPGWs in the same IPGW pool, and an
IPGW service status indicator (e.g., out of service, de-
graded, normal operation). Reporting of status other than
normal, for example, facilitates faster re-association time
(as opposed to a termination of the transmission of the
CMM messages from the IPGW), and the provision of
information for conveying conditions where service can
be degraded. The CMM can also contain a Last  Reboot

Timestamp, which conveys the time at which the IPGW
last rebooted. Accordingly, knowledge of the last reboot
time of the IPGW would permit the ST to recover in a
more efficient and timely manner, as opposed to waiting
for an association timeout. In other words, if an ST de-
termines that the last reboot time of an IPGW with which
the ST is associated is more recent than the time of as-
sociation, then the IPGW will no longer recognize the
association with that ST (the association would have
been terminated by the IPGW reboot). The CMM can
also contain a Change Sequence Number, which reflects
a version or change status of the IPGW (e.g., the Change
Sequence Number can consist of a monotonically in-
creasing number that is changed when static information
within the CMM changes). The Change Sequence
Number notifies the ST as to when the CMM static fields
have changed, so that the ST need not be burdened with
parsing most of the CMM when static fields have not
changed. In accordance with a further embodiment, the
CMM can include information reflecting the web accel-
eration servers (e.g., PEP backbone servers) available
through the respective IPGW, along with current load in-
formation for each of the servers. In such a case, the STs
can further load balance across the web acceleration
servers by associating with an IPGW that would provide
access to a suitable web acceleration server that is not
overloaded.
[0051] The architectures, apparatus and methods for
equalization of incoming data signals, and for synchro-
nizing error samples and data samples to adjust for an
arbitrary delay in processing the input data, as well as to
enhance adjusting phase and frequency estimation for
carrier recovery and frame-timing recovery, in process-
ing data signals received in a continuous mode, as well
as in a burst mode, of signal transmission, such as in a
satellite communications system or a computer network
communications system, according to exemplary em-
bodiments and aspects of the invention, can be imple-
mented, at least in part, by one or more chip sets, includ-
ing one or more processors and memory, as illustrated
in FIG. 7 (showing one such processor). The chip set 700
can be incorporated into the STs and/or GWs/IPGWs,
and as such, the chip set 700 provides a means for ac-
complishing various parts of the algorithms and protocols
herein described and illustrated. Further, different as-
pects of such algorithms and protocols can be allocated
to the components of the chip set, as would be prudent
based on design choices that would be apparent to one
of skill in the art.
[0052] FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of a demod-
ulator 200 (e.g., a DVB-S2 type demodulator), in accord-
ance with an exemplary embodiment, for receiving and
processing of  transmitted data signals, where the equal-
izer filter is located after the carrier synchronization mod-
ule generating a relatively fixed delay for synchronization
of error and data samples of the received data.
[0053] Referring to the circuit diagram of the demodu-
lator of FIG. 2, in the demodulator 200, the channel equal-
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ization is performed after the carrier recovery. Therefore,
the input data, Ieven, Qeven and Iodd, Qodd, proceeds
through the receiver, e.g. the Front-end-Signal process-
ing circuit 202, to the Carrier Synchronization Module
(CSM) circuit 204. And the error computation is per-
formed locally at the output of the Equalizer Finite Im-
pulse Response (FIR) filter circuit 206 by the error com-
putation circuit 212.
[0054] From the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 206, the er-
ror at the output of Equalizer FIR filter circuit 206 is de-
termined by the Error Computation circuit 212. The de-
termined error from Error Computation circuit 212 is pro-
vided to a Least Mean Squares (LMS) Tap Update circuit
210. The LMS Tap Update Circuit 210 generates a Tap
gradient based on the determined error at the output of
the Equalizer FIR Filter circuit 206, received from the
Error Computation circuit 212. The Tap gradient from the
LMS Tap Update circuit 210 is input to the Equalizer FIR
filter circuit 206 to change its Tap values to adjust for the
error introduced in the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 206. The
output data from the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 206 is
provided to a Symbol Demapper circuit 208 to demodu-
late the input symbols into data bits and to also provide
soft-decisions.
[0055] As noted from the demodulator 200 of FIG. 2,
the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 206 and its error are local-
ized in generally the same area in the circuit of demod-
ulator 200. Therefore, in the demodulator 200 of FIG. 2,
the delay between the input data samples and the error
samples is typically always the pipeline delay of the
Equalizer FIR filter circuit 206. Also, the amount of such
delay is a typically known, relatively fixed or constant
delay, determined from the design of the demodulator.
Thus, in the demodulator 200 of FIG. 2, where the Equal-
izer FIR filter circuit 206 is located after the CSM circuit
204, typically a problem does not exist with regard to
synchronizing the input data samples with the error sam-
ples in that an arbitrary delay is not typically present.
[0056] FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of a demod-
ulator 300 (e.g., a DVB-S2 type demodulator), in accord-
ance with an exemplary embodiment, for receiving and
processing of data signals, in an arrangement where the
equalizer filter is located before the carrier  synchroniza-
tion module that typically generates an arbitrary delay in
signal processing presenting needs as to synchroniza-
tion of error samples and data samples of the received
data.
[0057] Referring to FIG. 3, in the demodulator 300, the
input data, Ieven, Qeven and Iodd, Qodd, proceeds through
a receiver circuit, the Front-end-Signal Processing circuit
302, and is stored in the Equalizer Buffer circuit 310 as-
sociated with the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 304. The
Equalizer FIR filter circuit 304 in the demodulator 300 of
FIG. 3 has been moved to before the CSM circuit 306,
in contrast to the demodulator 200 of FIG. 2. As such,
the CSM circuit 306 acts on the channel equalized sym-
bols from the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 304, typically pro-
moting relatively better carrier recovery.

[0058] Based the output of the CSM circuit 306, of the
demodulator 300, timing error correction occurs, where-
by an arbitrary delay is introduced between the input sam-
ples and the error samples, resulting from block by block
processing within the CSM circuit 306. In this regard, in
the demodulator 300 of FIG. 3, the error comes after the
CSM circuit 306, and there is an arbitrary delay from
where the error comes in and when the input data sam-
ples come in on the input side of the Equalizer FIR Filter
circuit 304. Such arbitrary delay typically affects the syn-
chronization between the error samples and the input
data samples. Unlike the fixed, known delay of the de-
modulator 200 of FIG. 2, this processing delay from the
CSM circuit 306 is arbitrary and typically depends on one
or more of the symbol-rate, the length of the frame, and
pilot-presence, for example. Pilot presence, results from
a pilot symbol being inserted into the data stream, where
in a "pilot-off" mode the data is transmitted back to back,
and in a "pilot-on" mode a special known symbol is in-
serted between data groups or samples in the transmitted
data stream, such as to indicate data groups or for timing,
for example.
[0059] In the tap in the demodulator 200 in FIG. 2, in
contrast to the demodulator 300 in FIG. 3 and in contrast
to the demodulator 400 in FIG. 4, the symbol rate in de-
modulator 200 is constant and a known delay occurs
which is typically just offset error based on the known
delay. Where the delay is not constant, however, such
as in the demodulators 300 and 400 in FIGS. 3 and 4,
the input data samples have to be lined up with the cor-
responding error samples in order to determine the Tap
update. While the LMS Tap Update Circuit 312 in the
demodulator 300 of FIG. 3 generates a Tap gradient to
the Equalizer FIR Filter 304 to change its Tap values to
adjust for the error introduced from the error information
provided by the  CMS circuit 306, the generated Tap gra-
dient in the demodulator 300 does not relatively effec-
tively take into consideration the arbitrary delay resulting
from processing in the CSM circuit 306.
[0060] Therefore, in the signal processing in the de-
modulator 300 of FIG. 3, the input data samples are not
properly synchronized with the error samples, typically
resulting in performance degradation. And when the data
blocks stored in the Equalizer Buffer 310 for some
amount of time are then processed, errors typically can
result in the processing in view of arbitrary delay in
processing introduced by the CSM circuit 306. Such ar-
bitrary delay from the CSM circuit 306 can also affect the
Symbol Demapper circuit 308 to demodulate the input
symbols into data bits, as well as affecting providing soft-
decisions from the Symbol Demapper circuit 308.
[0061] Exemplary methods and apparatus, according
to aspects of the invention, will now be described with
reference to FIGS. 4 and 5 as to promoting equalization
of incoming data signals, and synchronizing error sam-
ples and data samples to adjust for an arbitrary delay in
processing the input data, as well as to enhance adjusting
phase and frequency estimation for carrier recovery and
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frame-timing recovery, in processing data signals re-
ceived in a continuous mode, as well as in a burst mode,
of data signal transmission. Also, the exemplary meth-
ods, apparatus and aspects of the invention, such as
illustrated and described with respect to FIGS. 4 and 5,
can be implemented in conjunction with, for example, the
chip set 700, including the processor 703 and memory
705, or by the computer system 600, including the proc-
essor 603 and main memory 605, incorporated in or used
with the demodulator 400, for example.
[0062] As is evident, one of ordinary skill in the art
would appreciate various design implementation details
and functionality for exemplary demodulators 200, 300
and 400, as illustrated in FIGs. 2-4. However, as to the
additional novel features, functions, elements and as-
pects of the invention described and illustrated in the ex-
emplary embodiments herein, such as with respect to
the exemplary demodulator 400 of FIG. 4 and the exem-
plary flow process of FIG. 5, such novel aspects of the
invention can be implemented with the knowledge and
guidance of the disclosure herein in view of the generally
known designs and functions of such demodulators. For
example, an exemplary equation for the Equalizer FIR
Filter modules of Figs. 2, 3 and 4 may be y(n) = wH(n)*u
(n), an exemplary equation for the error signal to the LMS
Tap Update of Figs. 2, 3 and 4 may be e(n) = d(n) - y(n)
(where d(n) reflects the delay), and an exemplary equa-
tion for the LMS Tap Update modules of Figs. 2, 3 and
4 may be w(n + 1) = w(n) - m * u(n) * e*(n).
[0063] FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of an exem-
plary demodulator 400 (e.g., a DVB-S2 type demodula-
tor), in accordance with an exemplary embodiment, con-
figured whereby the equalizer filter is located before the
Carrier Synchronization Module, which results typically
in an arbitrary delay in processing the input data and that,
according to aspects of the invention, the exemplary de-
modulator 400 synchronizes error and data samples of
the received input data to adjust for the arbitrary delay in
processing the input data, in accordance with exemplary
embodiments and aspects of the invention.
[0064] FIG. 5 illustrates a flow chart of a process for
equalization of incoming data signals, and for synchro-
nizing error samples and data samples to adjust for an
arbitrary delay in processing for the input data, as well
as to enhance adjusting phase and frequency estimation
for carrier recovery and frame-timing recovery, in
processing data signals received in a continuous mode
or a burst mode, in accordance with exemplary embod-
iments.
[0065] Referring to FIGS. 4 and 5, according to exem-
plary embodiments, the demodulator 400 (e.g., a DVB-
S2 type demodulator) facilitates synchronization be-
tween the input data samples and error samples with an
arbitrary delay in processing between them. The demod-
ulator 400, receives and processes data signals, Ieven,
Qeven and Iodd, Qodd, received in a continuous mode, or
in a burst mode, of signal transmission, such as from a
satellite or a gateway GW associated with satellite, such

as in a parallelized format, as illustrated in FIG. 4. Also,
according to aspects of the invention, the received data
in the data stream can be transmitted in either a "pilot-
on" or a "pilot-off’ mode, for example. Although a paral-
lelized format is illustrated for the data transmission and
reception in FIG. 4, the input data signal could be further
broken down into a plurality of segments greater than
two (2), and the circuitry within the demodulator 400 mod-
ified accordingly to process such plural data segments,
according to aspects of the invention.
[0066] Continuing with reference to FIGS. 4 and 5, the
process beings at Step 502 where input data signals are
received by the demodulator 400 as an input data stream
transmitted in a communications system, the input data
stream including frames of input data. The demodulator
400 includes a receiver or receiver circuit 402 for receiv-
ing input data signals, such as including a Front-end Sig-
nal processing circuit 402a and a Root-Raised-Cosine-
Filter (RRC) circuit 402b, for performing matched filtering
on the received input data. The receiver circuit 402 gen-
erates control pulse signals rrc_valid for the input data
and outputs corresponding symbols rrc_sym in the input
data stream, which symbols can represent or convey one
or several bits of data in the received data transmission.
The control pulse signals rrc_valid indicates the corre-
sponding symbols of data pulses are valid. The control
signals (rrc_valid) and the corresponding symbols of data
(rrc_sym) from the receiver circuit 402 are provided to
the filter or filter circuit 404, such as including Equalizer
finite impulse response (FIR) Filter circuit 404. The re-
ceiver circuit 402 is associated with the Equalizer FIR
filter circuit 404. The receiver circuit 402 outputs the data
and corresponding symbols to a buffer, equalizer buffer,
or buffer circuit 410, such as including an Equalizer Buffer
circuit 410, for storing the input data. The Equalizer FIR
filter circuit 404, for example, typically includes an equal-
ization filter, for filtering the input data to adjust the input
data for one or more of phase and amplitude distortions.
[0067] The Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404 filters the in-
put data, and generates channel equalized symbols of
data for the input data (eq_data), corresponding to the
symbols of data from the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404,
and generates equalized valid control signals (eq_valid),
indicating that the corresponding channel equalized sym-
bols of data from the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404 are
valid.
[0068] The generated channel equalized symbols of
data (eq_data) and the equalized valid control signals
(eq_valid), from the Equalizer FIR Filter circuit 404, are
input to a carrier synchronization circuit 406, such as in-
cluding a carrier synchronization module (CSM) circuit
406. The channel equalized symbols of data (eq_data),
from the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404 are also provided
to a frame synchronization processor circuit 408 (e.g., a
Unique Word Processor (UWP) module). The UWP 408
analyzes the input data to determine the start of a frame,
the data being divided into frames which are packets of
information, and generates the frame timing synchroni-
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zation control signal pulses (rrc_frm_sync) for synchro-
nization with the frames of the input data. The UWP circuit
408 locates a unique word at the beginning of each frame,
which signals the start of a data frame. The UWP circuit
408 generates the frame timing synchronization control
signals, as cues to the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410, to
indicate the start of the frames for the data from the RRC
circuit 402b of the receiver 402 output to the Equalizer
Buffer circuit 410, thereby indicating to the Equalizer Buff-
er circuit 410 to start saving the corresponding frames of
the input data.
[0069] The UWP circuit 408 identifies the unique word
segment of the received input data, and thereby synchro-
nizes with the beginning of the data frame. The UWP
circuit 408 then generates and outputs start_write control
signals, as frame timing synchronization control signals,
rrc_frm_sync (Frame-Sync signals), to the Equalizer
Buffer circuit 410 to trigger the start of storing the input
data in the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410. In other words,
upon receipt of the start_write control signals the Equal-
izer Buffer circuit 410 can determine the corresponding
first data sample, as well as corresponding subsequent
data samples for storage in the Equalizer Buffer circuit
410. Accordingly, with reference to FIG. 5, the Equalizer
Buffer circuit 410 of the demodulator 400 continues re-
ceiving the input data signals (Step 502), concurrently
monitoring for receipt of the frame timing synchronization
control signals, i.e. rrc_frm_sync start_write signals, from
the UWP circuit 408 (Step 504), at which time, the Equal-
izer Buffer circuit 410 begins storing the input data in the
Equalizer Buffer circuit 410 (Step 506). If the frame timing
control signals are not received at Step 504, the process
returns to Step 502.
[0070] As mentioned previously, the CSM circuit 406
receives from the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404 the chan-
nel equalized symbols of data (eq_data) and the equal-
ized valid control signals (eq_valid), indicating that the
corresponding channel equalized symbols of data from
the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404 are valid. At Step 508,
based on the channel equalized symbols of data (eq_
data) and equalized valid control signals (eq_valid) re-
ceived from the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404, the CSM
circuit 406 generates the timing error control signals (e.g.,
the eq_err sync error adjusted frame timing synchroni-
zation control signals), which indicate the start of frames
for the error signals to adjust for an arbitrary delay in
processing the input data samples for synchronizing the
error samples and the data samples to adjust for the ar-
bitrary delay between input data samples and error sam-
ples for the input data, as well as to enhance adjusting
phase and frequency estimation for carrier recovery and
frame-timing recovery.
[0071] Also, for example, after the frame timing has
been established, the CSM circuit 406 can take some
time to determine the error values need to adjust, or dis-
cipline, the equalizer coefficients, which typically is func-
tion of the current frame type of the input data being proc-
essed, but can also be variable. As such, according to

aspects of the invention, the  exemplary methods and
apparatus can advantageously enable the ability to op-
erate the equalizer, such as Equalizer FIR filter circuit
404, even when the delay in processing in the CSM circuit
406 is variable. When the CSM circuit 406 is done with
determining the error values, it provides, or gives back,
the error values to the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404. The
Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404 can then use the received
error information, and the input data it has been storing
since the UWP circuit 408 determined the beginning of
the correspond frames of data, to then determine an up-
date to its FIR filter coefficients, such as by a tap adjust-
ment through the least mean squares (LMS) Tap Update
circuit 412, as discussed herein, for example. According
to aspects of the invention, in that the CSM circuit 412,
which provides the error values for updating the Equalizer
FIR filter circuit 404’s FIR filter coefficients, as well as
the UWP circuit 408, which identifies the beginning of
corresponding frame of data, sit downstream of the
Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404, enhanced improved signal
quality from Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404 is enhanced
and promoted, such as where the FIR filter’s coefficients
are kept up to date, for example.
[0072] The timing error control signals (eq_err sync er-
ror adjusted frame timing synchronization control signal
pulses) indicate the start of frames for the error signals.
For corresponding frames there is a set of error signals,
and the eq_err_sync error adjusted frame timing syn-
chronization control signal pulses correspond to a source
sample for corresponding data frames. The error adjust-
ed frame timing synchronization control signal pulses
(eq_err_sync) from the CSM circuit 406 are also output
to the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410 as start read-control
signals (start_read - Read-Control signals), to start read-
ing corresponding input data from the Equalizer Buffer
circuit 410. The timing error control signals can also in-
clude as Read-Control signals error adjusted valid control
signal pulses (eq_err_valid) which indicate valid timing
error control signals for corresponding frames of data.
The error adjusted valid control signal pulses (eq_err_
valid) are also output to the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410
as read enable control signals (rd_en) for reading stored
input data from the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410.
[0073] The Equalizer Buffer 410 facilitates the storage
of enough input data to accommodate for any delay be-
tween the eq_err_sync signal and the rrc_frm_sync sig-
nal from the UWP. Accordingly, the system need not oth-
erwise account for the exact timing of the eq_err_sync
signal with respect to the rrc_frm_sync. Further, the eq_
err_valid signal is qualified with the clock. The signal is
high whenever a new error value is ready to be read  out
from the CSM. The frequency of the reading out of a new
error value is dependent on the ratio between the clock
rate and the highest symbol rate. In other words, the eq_
err_valid signal is high whenever an error value is avail-
able on a particular clock period. According to one em-
bodiment, for example, with a clock rate of 240 MHz and
a highest symbol rate of 255 MHz (or Msps), a new error
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value will be ready at almost every clock pulse.
[0074] Similarly, at Step 510, the Equalizer Buffer cir-
cuit 410, such as in conjunction with a processor asso-
ciated with the demodulator 400, concurrently monitors
for receipt of timing error control signals, as start_read
signals, or read-control signals, generated by and from
the CSM circuit 406 to trigger the start of reading the
stored data out of the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410. If at
Step 510 the timing error control signals, i. e. Read-Con-
trol signals, are detected, the process proceeds to Step
512. At Step 512, the timing error control signals, i.e.
Read-Control signals, generated by the CSM circuit 406
are then received by the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410. The
generating of the timing error control signals by the CSM
circuit 406 enable synchronizing a reading out of the
stored input data based on a timing difference between
the timing error control signals and the frame timing syn-
chronization control signals to adjust for an arbitrary de-
lay in processing the input data, such as introduced by
processing in the CSM circuit 406, for example.
[0075] If, at Step 512, the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410
receives the timing error control signals generated by the
CSM circuit 406 (at Step 508), the Equalizer Buffer circuit
410 at Step 514 begins reading the stored data from the
Equalizer Buffer circuit 410 and, at Step 516 synchroniz-
es the reading out of the stored input data based on a
timing difference between the timing error control signals
received from the CSM circuit 406 and the frame timing
synchronization control signals received from the UWP
circuit 408. If, at Step 510, it is determined that the timing
error control signals, i.e. Read-Control signals, are not
received by the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410, the process
returns to either Step 506 to continue storing input data
in the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410 or, alternatively, to Step
502 to receive input data signals and, depending upon
receipt of the frame timing synchronization control sig-
nals at Step 504, begin storing, or not storing, the re-
ceived input data in the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410, as
described. When the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410 receives
the timing error control signals, as start read command
signals, from the CSM circuit 406, the Equalizer Buffer
circuit 410 starts pushing out, or reading out, data out
from the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410. The corresponding
error adjusted valid control signals (eq_err_valid), re-
ceived  by the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410 from the CSM
circuit 406, indicate the error adjusted frame timing syn-
chronization control signal pulses (eq_err_sync) are valid
for the corresponding data frames, and the error adjusted
valid control signal pulses (eq_err_valid) are also read
enable control signals (rd_en) to enable reading out from
the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410 corresponding frames of
stored data.
[0076] Therefore, the generated the error adjusted
frame timing synchronization control signal pulses (eq_
err_sync) as validated by the generated error adjusted
valid control signal pulses (eq_err_valid) are used to ad-
just for the arbitrary delay, introduced through processing
the input data, such as from processing in the CSM circuit

406, between input data samples and error samples for
the input data, in conjunction with the generated frame
timing synchronization control signal pulses (rrc_frm_
sync) from the UWP circuit 408, to provide a timing dif-
ference for synchronization of the error samples and data
samples, as well as to enhance adjusting phase and fre-
quency estimation for carrier recovery and frame-timing
recovery, in processing data signals received in a con-
tinuous mode, as well as in a burst mode, of data signal
transmission.
[0077] Also, the adjustment for the arbitrary delay in
processing the input data, such as resulting from
processing in the CSM circuit 406, by the error adjusted
frame timing synchronization control signal pulses (eq_
err_sync) as validated by the error adjusted valid control
signal pulses (eq_err_valid) in conjunction with the frame
timing synchronization control signal pulses (rrc_frm_
sync) enable the first, and subsequent, data frames writ-
ten into the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410, to correspond to
the first, and subsequent, data frames that result from
processing in the CSM circuit 406. Therefore, according
to aspects of the invention, it typically does not matter as
to the amount of the arbitrary delay introduced by
processing in the CSM circuit 406, in that the first, and
subsequent, input data written in the Equalizer Buffer cir-
cuit 410 and the error adjusted frame timing synchroni-
zation control signal pulses (eq_err_sync) as a start read
of the corresponding frames of data, will be aligned to
enable relatively accurate data read out from the Equal-
izer Buffer circuit 410.
[0078] However, according to aspects of the invention,
the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410, which can include a plu-
rality of storage buffers or other storage media, should
typically have sufficient storage capacity for the received
data to accommodate or store the input data for a worst
case, or maximum, delay that possibly could occur by
the data processing, such as by processing in the CSM
circuit 406. According to aspects of the invention, the
Equalizer  Buffer circuit 410 is typically at least as large
in storage capacity to accommodate such maximum
amount of the arbitrary delay. But any arbitrary delay be-
low such maximum delay, the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410
should typically be able to handle the data storage to
adjust for the arbitrary delay. Typically, for example, in
satellite communications systems in a continuous mode
of data transmission, the range of variable range delay
can typically be between 1 mega symbols per second to
225 mega symbols per second, although the range of
variable delay in relation to sufficient storage capacity to
accommodate such maximum amount of the arbitrary
delay should not be construed in a limiting sense. Also,
according to aspects of the invention, the apparatus and
methods described with reference to FIG. 4, such as the
Equalizer Buffer circuit 410, can be designed of sufficient
storage capacity to accommodate this range of, or other
pre-determined range of, variable, arbitrary delay and,
according to aspects of the invention, and can desirably
accommodate a maximum amount of the arbitrary delay
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between the input data samples and the error samples
resulting from the signal processing of the input data in
the continuous mode, or a burst mode, of data signal
transmission.
[0079] To facilitate the above described synchroniza-
tion, as discussed, the UWP circuit 408 generates, ac-
cording to aspects of the invention, the frame timing syn-
chronization control signal pulses (rrc_frm_sync). These
rrc_frm_sync control signal pulses represent the times
when the first, and subsequent, input data samples to
the Equalizer Filter circuit 404 are valid and are start_
write commands for writing the input data into the Equal-
izer Buffer circuit 410. In addition, as previously de-
scribed, the CSM circuit 406 generates the timing error
control signal pulses, the error adjusted frame timing syn-
chronization control signal pulses (eq_err_sync) for the
first and corresponding error samples of each frame on
the data signal. An example flow process of the synchro-
nization of the error samples and data samples in view
of the arbitrary delay introduced in the data signal
processing, such as by processing in the CSM circuit
406, according to aspects of the invention, is described
as follows as to the error adjusted valid control signal
pulses (eq_err_valid) the error adjusted frame timing syn-
chronization control signal pulses (eq_err_sync) and the
frame timing synchronization control signal pulses (rrc_
frm_sync).

1. At reset, the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404’s input
data buffer, i.e., Equalizer Buffer circuit 410, is idle.
Even if rrc_sym and rrc_valid pulses  are being gen-
erated from the RRC circuit 402b of receiver circuit
402, these data samples are being ignored.

2. When the UWP circuit 408 enters a tracking mode,
it starts generating the frame timing synchronization
control signal pulses (rrc_frm_sync) coincident with
the first, and subsequent, samples of data frames.

3. When the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410 receives the
frame timing synchronization control signal pulses
(rrc_frm_sync) it starts loading the input data sam-
ples into the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410. The first,
and subsequent, frame timing synchronization con-
trol signal pulses (rrc_frm_sync) become the start_
write commands for writing and storing correspond-
ing input data into the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410.

4. When the CSM circuit 406 is done with processing
a data segment, it also starts to determine the error
samples. The CSM circuit 406 also starts generating
the error adjusted valid control signal pulses (eq_
err_valid) and the error adjusted frame timing syn-
chronization control signal pulses (eq_err_sync) co-
incident with the first, and subsequent, correspond-
ing error samples of each of the corresponding data
frames.

5. When the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410 receives the
first, and subsequent, error adjusted frame timing
synchronization control signal pulses (eq_err_sync)
as validated by the error adjusted valid control signal
pulses (eq_err_valid) the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410
starts extracting data from the Equalizer Buffer circuit
410 and performing the LMS adaptation with the er-
ror samples received at that time. The first, and sub-
sequent, error adjusted frame timing synchroniza-
tion control signal pulses (eq_err_sync) become the
corresponding start_read commands for the Equal-
izer Buffer circuit 410.

[0080] The exemplary above described flow process
of the synchronization of the error samples and data sam-
ples in view of the arbitrary delay introduced in the data
signal processing, such as by processing in the CSM
circuit 406, according to aspects of the invention, advan-
tageously ensures that no matter what arbitrary delay in
data processing is introduced between the Equalizer
Buffer circuit 410 input data and the error samples, they
effectively will be lined up relatively correctly for further
data processing, such as to perform the least mean
squares (LMS) adaptation, when the stored input data is
extracted from the Equalizer Buffer circuit 410. Also, as
mentioned herein, the input data buffer, e g., the Equal-
izer Buffer circuit 410, should typically be large enough
in storage capacity to support storage of input data cor-
responding to the largest known delay between the input
samples and error samples, according to aspects of the
invention.
[0081] Continuing with reference to FIG 4, according
to exemplary embodiments, the demodulator 400 further
includes a tap gradient update circuit 412, such as in-
cluding the least mean squares (LMS) Tap Update circuit
412, for example. Also, continuing with reference to FIG.
5, where, at Step 508, the CSM circuit 406 generates the
timing error control signals, and, at Step 512, the Equal-
izer Buffer circuit 410 receives the timing error control
signals, the CSM circuit 406, at Step 518, also generates
equalizer error signals (eq_error_tap), used to implement
a Tap adjustment for adjusting a Tap gradient to corre-
spond to the read out data in processing the input data.
At Step 518, the CSM circuit 406 generates the equalizer
error signals based upon the mapping by the CSM circuit
406 of the channel equalized symbols of data, eq_data,
for the input data.
[0082] The Tap Update circuit 412 receives the gen-
erated equalizer error signals (eq_error_tap), from the
CSM circuit 406 and, based thereon, the Tap Update
circuit 412 generates corresponding Tap adjustments to
adjust the Tap gradient to correspond to the read out
data in processing the input data in conjunction with the
frame timing synchronization of the input data to adjust
and compensate for the arbitrary delay in processing the
input data in the input data stream transmitted in the con-
tinuous mode, as well as in the burst mode, of data signal
transmission. And, in accordance with exemplary em-
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bodiments, the Equalizer FIR filter circuit 404 receives
the generated Tap gradient from the LMS Tap Update
circuit 412 and implements the Tap adjustment. From
Step 518, the process proceeds to END upon reading
out the stored data from the buffer circuit, such as Equal-
izer Buffer circuit 410, which was received in the input
data stream. As input data signals are received, such as
by the demodulator 400, the process again goes to Step
502 and proceeds as previously described.
[0083] As discussed herein, according to aspects of
the invention, in the demodulator 400 of FIG. 4, both the
CSM circuit 406 and the UWP circuit 408 can act on the
channel equalized symbols generated by the Equalizer
Filter circuit 404. As such, better unique word  (UW) de-
tection for frame timing is promoted; and the demodulator
typically can better maintain lock after acquisition. Fur-
ther, relatively better estimation for phase and frequency
offsets is promoted and, therefore, relatively better carrier
recovery is enhanced.
[0084] FIG. 6 illustrates a computer system upon which
exemplary embodiments according to aspects of the in-
vention can be implemented in relation to synchronizing
error samples and data samples to adjust for an arbitrary
delay in processing between input data samples and er-
ror samples for the input data, as well as to enhance
adjusting phase and frequency estimation for carrier re-
covery and frame-timing recovery, in processing data sig-
nals received in a continuous mode, as well as in a burst
mode, of data signal transmission in a communications
system, such as in a satellite communications system or
a computer network communications system.
[0085] The computer system 600 includes a bus 601
or other communications mechanism for communicating
information, and a processor 603 coupled to the bus 601
for processing information. The computer system 600
also includes main memory 605, such as a random ac-
cess memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage device,
coupled to the bus 601 for storing information and in-
structions to be executed by the processor 603. Main
memory 605 can also be used for storing temporary var-
iables or other intermediate information during execution
of instructions to be executed by the processor 603. The
computer system 600 further includes a read only mem-
ory (ROM) 607 or other static storage device coupled to
the bus 601 for storing static information and instructions
for the processor 603. A storage device 609, such as a
magnetic disk or optical disk, is additionally coupled to
the bus 601 for storing information and instructions.
[0086] The computer system 600 can be coupled via
the bus 601 to a display 611, such as a cathode ray tube
(CRT), liquid crystal display, active matrix display, or
plasma display, for displaying information to a computer
user. An input device 613, such as a keyboard including
alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to the bus 601
for communicating information and command selections
to the processor 603. Another type of user input device
is cursor control 615, such as a mouse, a trackball, or
cursor direction keys for communicating direction infor-

mation and command selections to the processor 603
and for controlling cursor movement on the display 611.
[0087] According to embodiments and aspects of the
invention, dynamic and flexible architectures and meth-
ods for synchronizing error samples and data samples
to adjust for an  arbitrary delay in processing between
input data samples and error samples for the input data,
as well as to enhance adjusting phase and frequency
estimation for carrier recovery and frame-timing recov-
ery, in processing data signals received in a continuous
mode, as well as in a burst mode, of data signal trans-
mission, such as in a satellite communications system
or a computer network communications system, in ac-
cordance with exemplary embodiments and aspects of
the invention, can be implemented in conjunction with
computer system 600 in response to the processor 603
executing an arrangement of instructions contained in
main memory 605. Such instructions can be read into
main memory 605 from another computer-readable me-
dium, such as the storage device 609. Execution of the
arrangement of instructions contained in main memory
605 causes the processor 603 to perform the processes,
according to aspects of the inventions described herein.
One or more processors in a multi-processing arrange-
ment can also be employed to execute the instructions
contained in main memory 605. In alternative embodi-
ments, hard-wired circuitry can be used in place of or in
combination with software instructions to implement var-
ious embodiments and aspects of the invention. Thus,
embodiments of the invention are not limited to any spe-
cific combination of hardware circuitry and software.
[0088] The computer system 600 also includes a com-
munications interface 617 coupled to bus 601. The com-
munications interface 617 provides a two-way data com-
munications coupling to a network link 619 connected to
a local network 621. For example, the communications
interface 617 can be a digital subscriber line (DSL) card
or modem, an integrated services digital network (ISDN)
card, a cable modem, or a telephone modem to provide
a data communications connection to a corresponding
type of telephone line. As another example, communica-
tions interface 617 can be a local area network (LAN)
card (e.g. for Ethernet™ or an Asynchronous Transfer
Model (ATM) network) to provide a data communications
connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links can also
be implemented. In any such implementation, communi-
cations interface 617 sends and receives electrical, elec-
tromagnetic, or optical signals that carry digital data
streams representing various types of information. Fur-
ther, the communications interface 617 can include pe-
ripheral interface devices, such as a Universal Serial Bus
(USB) interface, a PCMCIA (Personal Computer Memory
Card International Association) interface, etc.
[0089] The network link 619 typically provides data
communications through one or more networks to other
data devices. For example, the network link 619 can pro-
vide a connection through local network 621 to a host
computer 623, which has connectivity to a  network 625
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(e.g. a wide area network (WAN) or the global packet
data communications network now commonly referred
to as the "Internet") or to data equipment operated by
service provider. The local network 621 and network 625
both use electrical, electromagnetic, or optical signals to
convey information and instructions. The signals through
the various networks and the signals on network link 619
and through communications interface 617, which com-
municate digital data with computer system 600, are ex-
emplary forms of carrier waves bearing the information
and instructions.
[0090] The computer system 600 can send messages
and receive data, including program code, through the
network(s), network link 619, and communications inter-
face 617. In the Internet example, a server (not shown)
might transmit requested code belonging to an applica-
tion program for implementing embodiments of the in-
vention through the network 625, local network 621 and
communications interface 617. The processor 603 can
execute the transmitted code while being received and/or
store the code in storage device 609, or other non-volatile
storage for later execution. In this manner, computer sys-
tem 600 can obtain application code in the form of a car-
rier wave.
[0091] The term "computer-readable medium" as used
herein refers to any medium that participates in providing
instructions to the processor 603 for execution. Such a
medium can take many forms, including but not limited
to non-volatile media, volatile media, and transmission
media. Non-volatile media include, for example, optical
or magnetic disks, such as storage device 609. Volatile
media include dynamic memory, such as main memory
605. Transmission media include coaxial cables, copper
wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise
bus 601. Transmission media can also take the form of
acoustic, optical, or electromagnetic waves, such as
those generated during radio frequency (RF) and infrared
(IR) data communications. Common forms of computer-
readable media include, for example, a floppy disk, a
flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic tape, any other mag-
netic medium, a CD ROM, CDRW, DVD, any other optical
medium, punch cards, paper tape, optical mark sheets,
any other physical medium with patterns of holes or other
optically recognizable indicia, a RAM, a PROM, and
EPROM, a FLASH EPROM, any other memory chip or
cartridge, a carrier wave, or any other medium from which
a computer can read.
[0092] Various forms of computer-readable media can
be involved in providing instructions to a processor for
execution. For example, the instructions for carrying out
at least part of the aspects of the invention can initially
be borne on a magnetic disk of a remote computer. In
such a scenario, the remote computer loads the instruc-
tions into main memory  and sends the instructions over
a telephone line using a modem. A modem of a local
computer system receives the data on the telephone line
and uses an infrared transmitter to convert the data to
an infrared signal and transmit the infrared signal to a

portable computing device, such as a personal digital
assistance (PDA) and a laptop. An infrared detector on
the portable computing device receives the information
and instructions borne by the infrared signal and places
the data on a bus. The bus conveys the data to main
memory, from which a processor retrieves and executes
the instructions. The instructions received by main mem-
ory can optionally be stored on storage device either be-
fore or after execution by processor.
[0093] FIG. 7 illustrates a chip set 700 in which em-
bodiments and aspects of the invention can be imple-
mented such as, for example, in circuits, modules and
elements of a demodulator (e.g., such as used in con-
junction with the demodulator 400 of FIG. 4), for synchro-
nizing error samples and data samples to adjust for an
arbitrary delay in processing between input data samples
and error samples for the input data, as well as to en-
hance adjusting phase and frequency estimation for car-
rier recovery and frame-timing recovery, in processing
data signals received in a continuous mode, as well as
in a burst mode, of data signal transmission in a commu-
nications system, such as in a satellite communications
system or a computer network communications system.
[0094] Chip set 700 includes, for instance, processor
and memory components described with respect to FIG.
7 incorporated in one or more physical packages. By way
of example, a physical package includes an arrangement
of one or more materials, components, and/or wires on
a structural assembly (e.g., a baseboard) to provide one
or more characteristics such as physical strength, con-
servation of size, and/or limitation of electrical interaction.
[0095] In one embodiment, the chip set 700 includes
a communications mechanism, such as a bus 701, for
passing information among the components of, and to
and from, the chip set 700. A processor 703 has connec-
tivity to the bus 701 to execute instructions and process
information stored in, for example, a memory 705. The
processor 703 can include one or more processing cores
with each core configured to perform independently. A
multi-core processor enables multiprocessing within a
single physical package. Examples of a multi-core proc-
essor include two, four, eight, or greater numbers of
processing cores. Alternatively, or in addition, the proc-
essor 703 can include one or more microprocessors con-
figured in tandem via the bus 701 to enable independent
execution of instructions, pipelining, and multithreading.
The processor 703 can also be accompanied with one
or more specialized components to perform certain
processing functions and tasks such as one or  more
digital signal processors (DSP) 707, and/or one or more
application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC) 709. A
DSP 707 typically is configured to process real-world sig-
nals (e.g., sound) in real time independently of the proc-
essor 703. Similarly, an ASIC 709 can be configured to
performed specialized functions not easily performed by
a general purposed processor. Other specialized com-
ponents to aid in performing the inventive functions de-
scribed herein include one or more field programmable
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gate arrays (FPGA) (not shown), one or more controllers
(not shown), or one or more other special-purpose com-
puter chips.
[0096] The processor 703 and accompanying compo-
nents have connectivity to the memory 705 via the bus
701. The memory 705 includes both dynamic memory
(e.g., RAM) and static memory (e.g., ROM) for storing
executable instructions that, when executed by the proc-
essor 703 and/or the DSP 707 and/or the ASIC 709, per-
form the processes of exemplary embodiments and as-
pects of the invention, such as described herein. The
memory 705 also stores the data associated with or gen-
erated by the execution of the processes.
[0097] The methods, apparatus and aspects of the in-
vention can be applied to various communications net-
works, such as, for example, high capacity computer,
wireless or satellite networks, and promotes equalization
of incoming data signals, and provides for synchronizing
error samples and data samples to adjust for an arbitrary
delay in processing between input data samples and er-
ror samples for the input data, as well as to enhance
adjusting phase and frequency estimation for carrier re-
covery and frame-timing recovery, in processing data sig-
nals received in a continuous mode, as well as in a burst
mode, of data signal transmission. Such equalization and
synchronization of input data received for processing,
according to aspects of the invention, promotes improved
accuracy in the received signals, effectively maintaining
a lock on the data signals after acquisition of the signals
for processing, and minimizing degrading the accuracy
of phase and frequency estimation for the signal process-
ing, as well as promotes addressing phase and amplitude
distortions at a relatively reasonable cost for data recep-
tion and processing in a continuous mode, or a burst
mode, of data signal transmission. Thus, the exemplary
references and illustrations in relation to Digital Video
Broadcasting, Second Generation (DVB-S2) satellite
communications systems and DVB-S2 type demodula-
tors, or receivers, for example, to describe or illustrate
embodiments and aspects of the invention, should not
be construed in a limiting sense. Also, various aspects
of the invention, and of the exemplary methods and ap-
paratus described herein, can be implemented in the Ju-
piter Satellite System and its variants, for example.
[0098] In the preceding specification, various exem-
plary embodiments and aspects of the invention have
been described with reference to the accompanying
drawings. It will, however, be evident that various modi-
fications and changes can be made thereto, and addi-
tional embodiments can be implemented, without depart-
ing from the broader scope of the invention as set forth
in the claims that follow. The specification and drawings
are accordingly to be regarded in an illustrative rather
than restrictive sense.

Claims

1. A method, comprising:

receiving an input data stream transmitted in a
communications system, the input data stream
comprising frames of input data;
generating frame timing synchronization control
signals for writing the frames of the input data
for storage;
storing the input data based on the generated
frame timing synchronization control signals;
generating timing error control signals corre-
sponding to a processing delay for the input da-
ta; and
synchronizing a reading out of the stored input
data based on a timing difference between the
timing error control signals and the frame timing
synchronization control signals to adjust for a
delay.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the timing
error control signals comprise one or more of error
adjusted frame timing synchronization control sig-
nals and error adjusted valid control signals to syn-
chronize error samples corresponding to input data
samples for frame timing synchronization to adjust
for the arbitrary delay in processing the input data.

3. A method according to claim 2, further comprising:

generating equalizer error signals correspond-
ing to a tap gradient adjustment to adjust a tap
gradient to correspond to the read out data.

4. A method according to claim 3, wherein the commu-
nications system comprises one or more of a satellite
communications system or a computer network
communications system.

5. A method, comprising:

receiving an input data stream transmitted in a
communications system, the input data stream
comprising frames of input data; and
demodulating the received input data, wherein
the demodulation of the received input data
comprises:
generating frame timing synchronization control
signals for writing the frames of the input data
for storage;
storing the input data based on the generated
frame timing synchronization control signals;
generating timing error control signals corre-
sponding to a delay in the input data; and
synchronizing a reading out of the stored input
data based on a timing difference between the
timing error control signals and the frame timing
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synchronization control signals to adjust for a
delay.

6. A method according to claim 5, wherein demodulat-
ing the received input data further comprises:

generating equalizer error signals correspond-
ing to a tap gradient adjustment to adjust a tap
gradient to correspond to the read out data.

7. A method according to claim 6, wherein the timing
error control signals comprise one or more of error
adjusted frame timing synchronization control sig-
nals and error adjusted valid control signals to syn-
chronize error samples corresponding to input data
samples for frame timing synchronization to adjust
for the delay.

8. A method according to claim 7, wherein the input
data stream is transmitted in a continuous mode of
data transmission.

9. A method according to claim 7, wherein the input
data stream is transmitted in a burst mode of data
transmission.

10. A method according to claim 5, wherein the commu-
nications system comprises one or more of a satellite
communications system or a computer network
communications system.

11. A method according to claim 5, wherein demodulat-
ing the received input data further comprises format-
ting the input data into a parallelized format.

12. A method according to claim 5, wherein demodulat-
ing the received input data further comprises format-
ting the input data into a plurality of data segments.

13. A method according to claim 5, wherein the demod-
ulation of the received input data comprises a DVB-
S2 type demodulation.

14. A method according to claim 5, wherein storing the
input data includes providing storage capacity to ac-
count for a maximum amount of the delay.

15. A method according to claim 5, wherein the input
data stream is transmitted in a burst mode of data
transmission.

16. A method according to claim 5, wherein the input
data stream is transmitted in a continuous mode of
data transmission.

17. An apparatus, comprising:

a receiver configured to receive an input data

stream transmitted in a communications sys-
tem, the input data stream comprising frames of
input data;
a buffer configured to store the input data; and
a processor configured to generate frame timing
synchronization control signals, wherein the
frame timing synchronization control signals for
storage of the input data in the buffer and timing
error control signals corresponding to a process-
ing delay for the input data, and to synchronize
a reading out of the stored input data from the
buffer based on a timing difference between the
timing error control signals and the frame timing
synchronization control signals to adjust for a
delay.

18. An apparatus according to claim 17, further compris-
ing:

a tap gradient update module configured to gen-
erate a tap gradient corresponding to the read
out data, based on equalizer error signals for
adjusting the tap gradient generated by the proc-
essor.

19. An apparatus according to claim 18, wherein the ap-
paratus comprises a System-on-Chip DVB-S2 type
demodulator for a satellite communications system.

20. An apparatus according to claim 18, wherein the tim-
ing error control signals comprise one or more of
error adjusted frame timing synchronization control
signals and error adjusted valid control signals to
synchronize error samples corresponding to input
data samples for frame timing synchronization to ad-
just for the delay.

21. An apparatus according to claim 18, wherein the
communications system comprises one or more of
a satellite communications system or a computer
network communications system.

22. An apparatus according to claim 18, wherein the
buffer includes storage capacity for storage of the
input data to account for the delay.

23. An apparatus, comprising:

a demodulator configured to demodulate input
data, the demodulator comprising:

a receiver module configured to receive an
input data stream transmitted in a commu-
nications system, the input data stream
comprising frames of input data;
a frame timing processor configured to gen-
erate frame timing synchronization control
signals, wherein the frame timing synchro-
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nization control signals synchronize writing
the frames of the input data into storage;
a carrier synchronization module config-
ured to generate timing error control signals
corresponding to a processing delay for the
input data; and
a buffer module configured to receive the
input data from the receiver, wherein the
buffer module stores the input data in re-
sponse to the frame timing synchronization
control signals, and synchronizes a reading
out of the stored input data based on a tim-
ing difference between the timing error con-
trol signals and the frame timing synchroni-
zation control signals to adjust for a delay.

24. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the de-
modulator comprises a System-on-Chip DVB-S2
type demodulator for a satellite communications sys-
tem.

25. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the
buffer module includes storage capacity for storage
of the input data to account for the delay.

26. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the
buffer module includes a predetermined storage ca-
pacity for storage of the input data to account for a
maximum level of the delay.

27. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the de-
modulator further comprises:

a tap gradient update module configured to gen-
erate a tap gradient corresponding to the read
out data, based on equalizer error signals for
adjusting the tap gradient generated by the car-
rier synchronization module.

28. An apparatus according to claim 27, wherein the de-
modulator further comprises:

a filter module configured to filter the input data
for a generation of channel equalized symbols
of data for the input data, and configured to pro-
vide the channel equalized symbols of data to
the carrier synchronization module.

29. An apparatus according to claim 28, wherein the de-
modulator comprises a DVB-S2 type demodulator,
the filter module comprises a finite impulse response
(FIR) equalizer filter, the frame timing processor
comprises a unique word processor (UWP), the car-
rier synchronization module comprises a carrier syn-
chronization module (CSM), the buffer module com-
prises an equalizer buffer, and the tap gradient up-
date module comprises a least mean squares (LMS)
tap update module.

30. An apparatus according to claim 29, wherein the re-
ceiver module comprises a front-end-signal process-
ing module and a root-raised-cosine filter (RRC)
module.

31. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the de-
modulator is configured to process the input data by
formatting the input data into a plurality of data seg-
ments.

32. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the de-
modulator is configured to process the input data by
formatting the input data into a parallelized format.

33. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the
communications system comprises one or more of
a satellite communications system or a computer
network communications system.

34. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the in-
put data stream is transmitted in a burst mode of
data transmission.

35. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the in-
put data stream is transmitted in a continuous mode
of data transmission.

36. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the tim-
ing error control signals comprise one or more of
error adjusted frame timing synchronization control
signals and error adjusted valid control signals to
synchronize error samples corresponding to input
data samples for frame timing synchronization to ad-
just for the arbitrary delay in processing the input
data.
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